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Seat No.: ________                                                           Enrolment No.___________ 

GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
BE - SEMESTER–III • EXAMINATION – WINTER 2013 

Subject Code: 130703 Date: 30-11-2013        

Subject Name: Database Management System 

Time: 02.30 pm - 05.00 pm Total Marks: 70 
Instructions: 

1. Attempt all questions.  

2. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 

3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.  

 

Q.1 (a) What is data independence? Explain different types of data independence with 

suitable example. 

07 

 (b) Solve following queries with following table, where underlined attribute is 

primary key. 

Person(ss#, name, address) 

Car(license, year, model) 

Accident(date, driver, damage-amount) 

Owns(ss#, license) 

Log(license, date, driver) 

1. Find the name of a person whose license number is ‘12345’. 

2. Display name of driver with number of accidents done by that driver. 

3. Add a new accident by ‘Ravi’ for ‘BMW’ car on 01/01/2013 for damage 

amount of 1.5 lakh rupees. 

07 

    
Q.2 (a) Explain following terms with suitable example. 

(1) Primary Key (2) Candidate Key (3) Foreign Key (4) On Delete Cascade 

07 

 (b) Construct E-R diagram for a hospital with a set of patients and medical doctors. 

Associate with each patient a log of various tests suggested by doctors and 

examinations conducted. Use Specialization and Generalization in your 

diagram. 

07 

  OR  

 (b) Construct E-R diagram for a bank which has many branches and it supports 

different types of accounts. It also provides loans to customers. Use 

Specialization and Generalization in your diagram. 

07 

    
Q.3 (a) What is an anomaly in database design? How it can be solved? Explain BCNF 

with suitable example. 

07 

 (b) (i) What is non-loss decomposition in database? How it is useful in database? 

(ii) Explain evaluation of expression process in query optimization. 

04 

  03 

  OR  

Q.3 (a) Explain with suitable example, the process of normalization covering from 1NF 

to 3NF. 

07 

 (b) Explain various types of joins with example. 07 

    
Q.4 (a) Write note on cursor and its types. 07 

 (b) What is deadlock? What are its prevention and avoidance methods? 07 
  OR  

Q.4 (a) What is trigger? Explain its type with their syntax. What are the applications of 

trigger? 

07 

 (b) What is concurrency? If not controlled where it can lead to? What are the 

methods to control concurrency? 

07 
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Q.5 (a)  

(i) Explain ACID properties of transaction.  

(ii) Explain Two phase locking 

 

  04 

  03 

 (b) For Supplier – Parts database  

Supplier(S#,sname,status,city) 

Parts(P#,pname,color,weight,city) 

SP(S#,P#,quantity) 

Answer the following queries in SQL. 

1. Display the name of supplier who lives in ‘Ahmedabad’. 

2. Display the part name which is not supplied yet. 

3. Count how many times supplier ‘S1’ has supplied part ‘P1’. 

4. Find all suppliers whose status is either 20 or 30. 

 

07 

  OR  

Q.5 (a) For Supplier – Parts database  

Supplier(S#,sname,status,city) 

Parts(P#,pname,color,weight,city) 

SP(S#,P# ,quantity) 

Answer the following queries in SQL. 

1. Find the name of part having ‘Red’ colour. 

2. Delete parts whose weight is more than 100 gram. 

3. Count how many times each supplier has supplied part ‘P2’. 

4. How much time shipment is for more than 100 quantities? 

 

  

 (b) Explain following SQL*Plus commands with suitable example 

 

1. Commit 

2. Grant 

3. Rollback 

4. Revoke 

07 
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